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Abstract

DoD system high enclaves are often isolated from sys-

tems at other security levels because the usual connec-

tors (guards) are expensive to procure, integrate, ac-

credit, and operate, and usually require a human in the

middle to review the data ow, independent of direc-

tion. This isolation reduces the e�ectiveness of infor-

mation systems. The secure store and forward devices

described in this paper can be used to solve an impor-

tant (yet tractable) half of the problem: moving data

from LOW to HIGH without a human in the middle.

These devices were expressly designed to be easy to ac-

credit. Security critical function is both minimized and

separated from non-security critical function to reduce

the need for trusted components. A prototype imple-

mentation of one of these store and forward devices is

described as well.

Keywords: Accreditation, architecture, con�dential-

ity, guards, high assurance, security, system engineer-

ing.

1 Introduction
System high operation is an e�ective means of provid-

ing mandatory access control (MAC). It assigns respon-

sibility for MAC enforcement to both physical and per-

sonnel security, and requires no changes to the informa-

tion system. But isolating systems reduces their e�ec-

tiveness. Guards, which have traditionally been used to

connect system high enclaves, are usually bidirectional.

They require a human to monitor both downwards and

upwards tra�c, and are expensive to operate. This pa-

per describes several secure store and forward devices

that can be used to move information from LOW to

HIGH. Since MAC policies do not restrict that sort of

information ow, no human review is necessary.

Unfortunately, even a device designed to move in-

formation in one direction will often implicitly convey

information in the opposite direction. For example, a

memory write operation internal to a device can be de-

layed if the memory is locked. A cascade of these de-

lays from the HIGH side of the device to its LOW side

may enable a leak of information from HIGH to LOW.

More obvious are delays imposed on LOW by HIGH's

delays in consuming data. These sorts of return chan-

nels may be used as downward channels by modulat-

ing their content or speed (storage or timing channels,

e.g., [5]). The challenge is to develop devices that allow

su�ciently reliable communication without signi�cant

downward ow.

This paper describes several secure store and for-

ward devices. The �rst is completely secure and has no

trusted components, but is unreliable (i.e., data could

be lost). The other devices are reliable extensions of

the �rst device, and are constructed by adding simple

trusted components that allow some downwards com-

munication. The paper's focus, however, is on archi-

tectures that are easy to accredit. Accreditation is an

approval process certifying that a device is not only be-

lieved to operate securely, but also that su�cient evi-

dence exists to justify that belief, in the context of the

operational requirement. For the purposes of accredita-

tion, therefore, it is crucial to both minimize and isolate

security critical function. Carefully designed architec-

tures reduce the number and complexity of trusted com-

ponents, thereby greatly reducing the cost of accredita-

tion.

The basic approach to reducing complexity is to ex-

plore trade-o�s between functionality and complexity.

These trade-o�s can be used to simplify the device or

the environment's expectation of the device. For exam-

ple, timing properties can be exploited: Placing strong

timing constraints on the environment may simplify the

device's operation. Although this trade-o� makes the

device more special purpose, a general purpose device

may not always be preferable.
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Separation also plays a key role: separating upwards

channels from downwards channels, separating ow con-

trol (which coordinates the di�erence in rates between

a producer and a consumer) from the acknowledgement

of individual messages, and separating security critical

components from non-security critical ones.

Also, identifying individual requirements facilitates

the evaluation of alternative solutions for each require-

ment: Reliability may be obtained by acknowledge-

ments or a reliable communications media; ow control

may be obtained by modulating the timing of acknowl-

edgements, by having a big bu�er to handle bursts, or

by placing timing constraints on the environment. Sepa-

rating requirements, where possible, may permit solving

them independently.

These considerations expand the design space and

allow choices that reduce the amount of trusted hard-

ware and software that needs to be analyzed carefully

for correctness and reliability.

This paper is organized in the following way. Section

2 presents background information, including a descrip-

tion of the Pump[2, 3], an existing store and forward

device for secure applications. Section 3 describes a one-

way upwards channel whose security is essentially obvi-

ous. This channel is the foundation of all the store and

forward devices presented later. Its implementation is

also described. Section 4 presents several downgraders

that can be used in conjunction with the upwards chan-

nel to provide acknowledgements for reliable communi-

cation. Section 4.4 describes a downgrader that pro-

vides Pump-like function for both reliable communica-

tion and ow control. Section 5 presents concluding

remarks.

2 Background

MAC policies permit unrestricted information ow

from LOW users to HIGH users. However, any informa-

tion moved from HIGH to LOW must be reclassi�ed or

downgraded. This implies that in an electronic system,

downward information ow includes a HIGH system's

acknowledgement of data received from LOW. In this

sort of secure environment, in the absence of downgrad-

ing, any device meant to move information from LOW

to HIGH cannot directly relay acknowledgements from

HIGH, and consequently cannot relay application level

acknowledgements, containing error codes and other re-

turned information. Therefore, it seems natural to char-

acterize devices that securely pass data from LOW to

HIGH as secure store and forward devices: they must

accept data from LOW, acknowledge receipt of the data,

and forward it on to HIGH. The acknowledgement re-

turned to LOW is generated internally by the store and

forward device and is unrelated to HIGH's eventual ac-

knowledgement to the device. In applications where re-

liable communication is required, the device's acknowl-

edgement is a guarantee that it will bu�er the data until

it is received by HIGH.

Consider a naive design of a store and forward device

(�gure 1):

HIGHLOW

HighLow LP HPBuffer

Figure 1: A Naive Design.

LOW sends data to LP (low process) which bu�ers

it until HP (high process) forwards it to HIGH. As with

any secure device, we must partition the store and for-

ward device into LOW and HIGH components. Compo-

nents which connect other LOW and HIGH components

must be trusted. HP may be HIGH. The BUFFER,

which contains HIGH information in the form of HIGH's

response rate, is HIGH as well. LP, which then accesses

both LOW and HIGH components, must be trusted to

use this HIGH information without passing it along to

LOW.

It would be convenient if this sort of cascading path

did not exist. It therefore seems appropriate to parti-

tion LOW to HIGH communication into upwards and

downwards channels. The upwards channel is the high

capacity one; the downwards channel carries acknowl-

edgements (or other error codes). It seems reasonable to

build the upwards channel using standard components,

to leverage o� of existing networking technology. The

downwards channel must be a trusted downgrader. For

some simple subset of error codes (perhaps consisting

only of ACKs) it is possible to construct an automatic

downgrader that will �lter out improper communication

and consequently reduce the size of storage and timing

channels, to make the HIGH to LOW channel capacity

very small.

This architecture suggests two elements in a secure

store and forward device: a completely one-way up-

wards channel, and a trusted downgrader that returns

acknowledgements. The upwards channel cannot con-

vey these acknowledgements, so it is impossible to make

it reliable. It is important to note, however, that the

reliable/unreliable distinction can only apply to an ab-

stract communications protocol. For any implementa-

tion of a protocol, reliability is fundamentally a statis-

tical property. A reliable protocol can lose data in a

poor implementation; and, an unreliable protocol can

be made more reliable by making components more ro-

bust.

The basic plan here is as follows: Develop a one-way
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upwards channel whose security is essentially obvious.

This upwards channel provides unreliable communica-

tion (in principle), but in practice is very robust. This

device is the foundation of the subsequent store and

forward devices, and a prototype implementation is de-

scribed here as well. On top of this foundation we add

one of several trusted downgraders that convey acknowl-

edgements from HIGH to LOW. The downgraders range

from capacitor-like devices, to counters with timers, to

devices that provide both reliable communication and

ow control.

The next section (drawn largely from [1]) describes

the basic Pump
1
as an example of a secure store and

forward device. It serves as a good starting point for

the subsequent discussion.

2.1 The Pump

The (NRL) Pump is a device that provides reli-

able communication from LOW to HIGH while limiting

downward information ow. An abstract view of the

Pump is shown in �gure 2:

. . .

n
messages messages

ACK

Pump 

Low High
ACK

MA

buffer

Figure 2: An Abstract view of the Pump.

The Pump places a non-volatile bu�er (size n) be-

tween LOW and HIGH and sends ACKs to LOW at

probabilistic times, based upon a moving average (MA)

of the past m HIGH ACK times. A HIGH ACK time

is the time from when the bu�er sends a message to

HIGH to the time when HIGH sends an ACK back.

By passing ACKs to LOW at a rate related to HIGH's

historical response rate, the Pump provides ow control

and reliable delivery without directly conveying HIGH's

response rate.

The timing of the ACKs from the Pump to LOW

does represent a downward ow of information. How-

ever, the algorithm controlling the rate at which ac-

knowledgements are returned is parameterized by the

Pump's bu�er size and the value of m, and the capacity

of the timing channel from HIGH to LOW can be made

as small as accreditors may require.

Because the Pump allows some downward communi-

cation, any operational implementation must be care-

fully analyzed to show that it indeed functions prop-

erly. One part of that evaluation has been done: a

careful mathematical modeling of the Pump's speci�ca-

tion permits the quanti�cation of potential data leakage.

1The network Pump, which handles multiple senders and re-

ceivers in a networked environment, is described in[4].

Any implementation must also be evaluated to ensure

that the speci�cation was implemented correctly. At

the level of detail presented in this section, it is impos-

sible to identify which subsystems of the Pump must

be trusted. A current implementation[7], running on a

trusted machine, runs most subsystems at a privilege

level that permits processes to violate the machine's se-

curity policy. Some of these subsystems do not need

to violate the security policy (and indeed do not). Yet

they are over-privileged, primarily because communi-

cation between processes running at di�erent privilege

levels is expensive. This design decision improves per-

formance but makes accreditation more costly, since any

subsystem that runs at a high privilege must be trusted.

The last store and forward device presented in this

paper (see section 4.4) provides Pump-like function with

fewer trusted components.

2.2 The Environment

A secure store and forward device is meant to move

data from a LOW producer to a HIGH consumer. The

behavior of these systems may be split into two classes.

In the �rst class, over the long term, the consumer must

be able to process data at least as quickly (on average)

as the producer produces it. (This processing may in-

clude ignoring data that is too old.) In this case, it

is su�cient to place a big bu�er between the producer

and the consumer that can moderate bursts[6]. (Deter-

mining the size of this bu�er may be di�cult[9].) In the

other class, feedback from the consumer to the producer

may be essential, because the relative rates of produc-

tion and consumption are unknown, or the producer

may depend on the consumer for ow control.

In many real systems, these two classes are

mixed. For example, in database replication, replicate

databases must, over the long term, be able to pro-

cess updates quickly enough so the primary database

is not delayed. So a big bu�er is used to moderate

bursts of activity on the primary. In normal operation,

the big bu�er prevents ow control from the replicate

database from a�ecting the primary database: The big

bu�er �lls or empties depending upon ow control from

the replicate database, while the primary continues its

asynchronous operation. If the big bu�er �lls (e.g., if

the replicate database crashes), ow control then slows

or stops the primary database.

The Pump provides ow control so the consumer can

slow down the producer. Only the last store and forward

device introduced in this paper provides ow control.

The others may require that rare events like crashes be

handled as special cases.

Even a store and forward device that provides ow

control cannot simply be inserted between LOW and

HIGH. Typically, the device will interrupt the nor-

mal communications protocol between two applications
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(by preventing application-level acknowledgements), so

proxies for these applications must be built on each side

of the device. The proxy on the LOW side functions as

the HIGH application to the LOW application, and the

proxy on the HIGH side functions as the LOW applica-

tion to the HIGH application.

Flow control may simplify the overall design of a sys-

tem. However, the bene�ts must be carefully considered

in the context of the overall development and manage-

ment life cycle of a system.

3 The Upwards Channel
This section describes a completely one-way upwards

channel whose security is essentially obvious. This de-

vice is the foundation of all the subsequent store and

forward devices, and a prototype implementation is de-

scribed here as well.

The Upwards Channel has three key features:

� There is no downward channel. Communication

from LOW to HIGH is completely asynchronous.

� The channel is composed of commercial networking

products.

� The only trusted component has no control logic

and stores no information, so evaluation is straight-

forward.

The Upwards Channel is unreliable because data may

be lost at many points in transit, and HIGH cannot in-

form LOW that data was corrupted or lost during trans-

mission. A functional view of the channel is depicted in

�gure 3:

Stable
Buffer

Low
Router

High
Router

Optical
Link

HIGHLOW

High

Consumer
Low

Producer

Figure 3: The Upwards Channel.

The OPTICAL LINK is a completely one-way com-

munications media, described in the next section. The

operation of the channel is as follows:

(1) LOW sends data to the LOW Router.

(2) The LOW Router packages the data and sends

the packets over the OPTICAL LINK.

(3) The HIGH Router receives the packets and for-

wards them to the STABLE BUFFER.

(4) The STABLE BUFFER bu�ers the data until

HIGH is ready to receive it.

For this channel to operate properly, the LOW

Router and the OPTICAL LINK must be fast enough to

process all data from LOW. The HIGH Router must be

fast enough and the STABLE BUFFER must be both

fast and large enough never to lose data from the OP-

TICAL LINK and still be able to forward data.

How large must the STABLE BUFFER be? The

STABLE BUFFER must be large enough to bu�er

bursts of data from LOW until HIGH catches up. Many

applications possess this sort of bu�er already. Recall

that in database replication, updates from the primary

database may be bu�ered between the primary and the

replicate databases to handle bursts of activity on the

primary. That big bu�er allows asynchronous operation

of the primary and replicate databases, during normal

operation. If the Upwards Channel is used to sepa-

rate a LOW primary from a HIGH replicate database,

the LOW primary will operate asynchronously, so the

big bu�er will function as the STABLE BUFFER and

would be placed on the HIGH side (near the replicate

database) in preference to the LOW side (near the pri-

mary).

Data could be corrupted or lost in transmission over

the networks, in the routers, or over the OPTICAL

LINK. The STABLE BUFFER could fail or overow,

especially if HIGH fails. Sending each packet multiple

times or using forward error correction might reduce

some of these losses, and losses could in any case be

detected and agged when uncorrupted data �nally en-

ters the STABLE BUFFER. Human intervention will

be necessary to recover. It may be useful to make the

STABLE BUFFER somewhat larger than it needs to

be, and for the STABLE BUFFER to set o� an alarm

for its system administrator when the bu�er is nearly

full.

The lack of automatic recovery in the Upwards Chan-

nel is a consequence of the complete isolation of HIGH

data from LOW. Because the physical design eliminates

all downward information ow, the accreditation pro-

cess is greatly simpli�ed. The Upwards Channel is very

much like the Big Bu�er[6], except it has no trusted

components.

3.1 A Prototype Implementation

Our prototype implementation of the Upwards Chan-

nel costs less than $7,000, and has only a small amount

of custom (but untrusted) software. It uses two routers

and the OPTICAL LINK. The OPTICAL LINK is a

commercially available �ber-optic based device, already

in use in many secure applications, that has only trans-

mitters on the LOW side and receivers on the HIGH

side. Communication over optical �ber requires a trans-

mitter at one end and a receiver at the other to convert

electronic digital signals to and from light. In a nor-

mal �ber-optic link, a single �ber can be used for bidi-

rectional communication by having a transmitter and

receiver pair at each end.

The OPTICAL LINK is a high speed (10 Mbps) and
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physically very reliable (data loss of better than 10
�9
)

serial connection. Although similar one-way function

can be obtained by cutting a pin in a normal (electronic)

serial connector, an optical solution is much more reli-

able, and provides less opportunity for electronic emis-

sions, and is obviously one-way.

We use commercial routers to write to and read from

the OPTICAL LINK. The LOW ROUTER has an Eth-

ernet connection to the LOW network and a serial con-

nection to the transmitting end of the OPTICAL LINK.

The HIGH ROUTER has an Ethernet connection to the

HIGH network and a serial connection to the receiving

end of the OPTICAL LINK. There is no other connec-

tion between the two networks.

The OPTICAL LINK completely isolates HIGH data

from LOW. The OPTICAL LINK is an asynchronous

and one-way communications media, so LOW has no

dependency on HIGH (not even memory write delays).

This is apparent from the physical design of the OPTI-

CAL LINK, and greatly simpli�es accreditation.

UDP must be used for all communication intended

to be forwarded across the OPTICAL LINK. TCP/IP

cannot be used, because that protocol requires acknowl-

edgements, which cannot be returned from the HIGH to

the LOW network, because there is no data path from

HIGH to LOW.

UDP is an unreliable protocol. But in practice, UDP

is very reliable on a small Ethernet[10], and the OPTI-

CAL LINK is very reliable. It is possible to decrease

the chance of message loss and corruption by sending

messages multiple times or using forward error correc-

tion. Of course, those mechanisms may not be e�ective

if the network becomes disconnected, or if power goes

down.

The prototype operates in the following way: The

LOW producer sends UDP packets to the address of

the STABLE BUFFER. We use strict source routing

to route data through the LOW ROUTER to the OP-

TICAL LINK to the HIGH ROUTER to the STABLE

BUFFER. The LOW ROUTER reads these UDP pack-

ets, encapsulates them in a form suitable for transmis-

sion over a serial line, and forwards them to the OP-

TICAL LINK which is attached to the router's serial

port. The encapsulated packet is delivered to the HIGH

ROUTER, which reconstructs the UDP packet and for-

wards it to the HIGH network. The STABLE BUFFER

reads the packet, and bu�ers it until the HIGH con-

sumer is ready to receive it.

Our application requires that data delivered to HIGH

be delivered uncorrupted and in order. This implies

that HIGH's view of LOW's data must be consistent

with some history of the data that was sent. The pro-

totype implementation of the UPWARDS CHANNEL

therefore includes mechanisms for error detection and

recovery. For error detection, the LOW producer adds

checksums and sequence numbers to each packet, so the

STABLE BUFFER can detect when a message is lost

or corrupted and an error is signaled. The prototype

does not attempt to reorder packets, so any out of or-

der delivery is treated as a lost packet.

Recovery is handled in the following way: The LOW

producer keeps a log of the packets that it has for-

warded to the STABLE BUFFER. When the STABLE

BUFFER signals an error (either a lost or corrupted

packet), the error message includes the sequence num-

ber of the most recent packet it received successfully.

The system administrator must then restart the LOW

producer to resend all the subsequently (logged) pack-

ets.

How large must the LOW producer's recovery log be?

It can be made arbitrarily small, if the LOW producer

stops sending packets to the STABLE BUFFER once

the log is full, and informs the system administrator

when the log is about to �ll. The system administrator

must then determine the sequence number of a packet

already successfully received by the STABLE BUFFER,

and tell the LOW producer that all packets older than

that sequence number need not be logged anymore.

This sort of error recovery requires a human system

administrator, because there is no electronic channel

over which the HIGH system may send control informa-

tion to the LOW system. Because the Upwards Channel

is quite reliable, overhead should not be high. All inter-

ventions by the system administrator should be logged,

to help detect a malicious program's attempts to sub-

vert the (human's) downward channel.

The custom software in this prototype implements

both the recovery mechanism in the LOW producer

(which runs on the LOW network) and the STABLE

BUFFER (which runs on the HIGH network). This

software is untrusted because compromise of this soft-

ware will not compromise con�dentiality.

3.2 Another Implementation Of The Up-
wards Channel

In the prototype described above, routers are used to

move data between a network and the OPTICAL LINK.

This simpli�es the prototype considerably, because the

router manages the packets and their conversion be-

tween UDP and encapsulated forms. Also, routers are

simple and relatively inexpensive devices that can man-

age a high speed serial port.

Another implementation would limit the use of an

unreliable protocol such as UDP to the portion of the

communications path that must use an unreliable pro-

tocol. This requires surrounding the OPTICAL LINK

with programmable devices such as workstations (�gure

4):

The LOW producer and the HIGH consumer could
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Low HighOptical
Link

HIGHLOW

Low
WorkstationWorkstationProducer

High High
Consumer

Figure 4: The Upwards Channel with Workstations.

use acknowledgement-based protocols to communicate

with the LOW and HIGH workstations. Upon receipt

of a packet, the LOW workstation acknowledges receipt

to the LOW producer and forwards the packet over the

OPTICAL LINK. The protocol then changes to an unre-

liable one without acknowledgements. The HIGH work-

station reads packets from the OPTICAL LINK, bu�ers

them in its STABLE BUFFER, and forwards them to

the HIGH consumer using a reliable protocol.

The workstation implementation of the Upwards

Channel limits the use of an unreliable protocol to the

segment of the link that must use an unreliable proto-

col. This may be important in communication between

larger enclaves because UDP over large networks may

not be as reliable as over a small network.

Also, it is easy for the LOW workstation to predict

when the HIGH workstation should get the packet it

transmitted over the OPTICAL LINK. The timing anal-

ysis that this predictability permits is useful (see section

4.1) and may be more di�cult to do in the router based

solution.

3.3 Discussion

The Upwards Channel has no downwards communi-

cation; therefore it has no covert channels. Its reliability

is a function of the reliability of the communicationsme-

dia. How well the STABLE BUFFER can manage ow

control depends upon the application and the reliability

of the consumer.

4 Downgraders for Reliability

In some applications, the Upwards Channel may be

useful by itself, since it may be both su�ciently reli-

able and su�ciently easy to accredit. Our experiments

will provide more data. Downgraders can be used in

conjunction with the Upwards Channel in applications

that require some feedback from HIGH to LOW, either

to improve reliability or to provide ow control. The

next sections present several downgraders that permit

a HIGH consumer some control over the LOW producer.

These provide a small downward channel whose added

function may outweigh the risk of data leakage. The

ACKs returned by any of these downgraders are still

not application-level acknowledgements, however.

These downgraders are trusted devices that relay sig-

nals from HIGH to LOW. Even malicious manipulation

of the input signals does not compromise security. This

is crucial since the devices depend upon signals from

untrusted processes on the system high enclaves.

These downgraders are most easily described in the

context of the workstation implementation of the Up-

wards Channel (see section 3.2), which provides bet-

ter control over data transmission time from LOW to

HIGH.

4.1 A Downgrader for Acknowledgements

We use the behavior of a capacitor as a metaphor for

the operation of this downgrader. The Capacitor pro-

vides acknowledgement of reliable communication over

the OPTICAL LINK. It does not provide ow control

from the HIGH consumer to the LOW producer, al-

though it can be used to inform LOW that the STABLE

BUFFER on the HIGH workstation has �lled.

An untrusted connection from the HIGH workstation

to the LOW workstation would violate our security re-

quirements, because none of the code in either work-

station can be trusted to protect data con�dentiality.

But the Capacitor is a very simple trusted downgrader

between the two workstations that preserves con�den-

tiality (�gure 5):

Low High
Workstation Workstation

Reset Button

ACK signal

send signal ACK signalCapacitor

Figure 5: A Capacitor.

The fundamental idea here is to deliver ACKs back

from the HIGH workstation at the end of a prede�ned

interval, so the actual performance of the HIGH work-

station is masked. This eliminates the covert timing

channel. When the LOW workstation deposits data on

the OPTICAL LINK, it also signals the Capacitor. This

charges the Capacitor. If the Capacitor subsequently

receives a signal from the HIGH workstation before it

discharges, it will relay that signal to the LOW worksta-

tion when it discharges. If no signal arrives in time (or

if it receives an unexpected signal), the Capacitor shuts

down and sets o� an alarm (which should be logged).

No future signals will be relayed, until the device is re-

set. The Reset Button must not be connected to any

untrusted system (e.g., it is pushed by the HIGH system

administrator).

The discharge cycle must be long enough so the

HIGH workstation can acknowledge receipt of data from

the OPTICAL LINK nearly all of the time. Calculating

the length of this cycle should be straightforward to do,

because we know the data rate of the OPTICAL LINK,

and the performance of the workstations.
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In the normal case, acknowledgements will be passed

back from HIGH to LOW. If there is a communications

failure (the packet did not arrive or arrived in duplicate

or out of order, or the STABLE BUFFER is full), or

some malicious process is trying to manipulate the tim-

ing of acknowledgements, the Capacitor will shut down.

The Capacitor provides acknowledgements but no au-

tomatic recovery.

4.1.1 Discussion

The Capacitor trades performance for the elimination

of the implicit timing channel that accompanies an ac-

knowledgement from HIGH to LOW. All acknowledge-

ments are returned after the worst case communications

delay has elapsed. This is akin to time slicing with

�xed time slices between processes (whether the pro-

cess needs the time or not) to satisfy non-interference

requirements.

In the workstation version of the Upwards Channel,

however, the performance hit is very low. This is be-

cause the worst case communications delay should be

very close to the average communications delay. If, in

the context of the larger environment, even this delay

is unacceptable, one could always increase the speed of

the LOW and HIGH workstations and the OPTICAL

LINK so their worst case behavior satis�es the timing

requirements.

The Capacitor does not depend upon the correct op-

eration of the HIGH and LOWworkstations to maintain

security. Malicious behavior will close the downward

channel.

The Capacitor introduces a covert channel from

HIGH to LOW. The penalty for using this covert chan-

nel is very high, however: the downward channel closes,

and an alarm is set o� (which can be logged). The

capacity of this covert channel is highest when the Up-

wards Channel is reliable. For example, in one scheme

for HIGH to send LOW a message coded as the number

V , LOW should send a stream of packets, and HIGH

should fail to acknowledge the V + 1'th packet. On av-

erage HIGH can send LOW a message of (at most) N

bits if LOW sends HIGH 2
N�1

packets. In general, the

communications cost is exponential, and the channel

subsequently shuts down.

A cheaper use of this channel uses a guessing game.

Imagine that LOW has a good guess at the N bits

that HIGH wants to send. So LOW sends each bit,

and the �rst bit that is unacknowledged means that

LOW guessed wrong. Although the capacitor then shuts

down, HIGH has successfully passed to LOW one addi-

tional bit, in addition to con�rming the earlier guessed

bits. The communications cost is linear with the num-

ber of bits.

These covert channels con�rm the observation that

once a downward channel is present, it is virtually im-

possible to prevent the leakage of small messages. This

observation was aptly named the Small Message Crite-

rion in [8].

The design of the Capacitor is an example of plac-

ing strong timing constraints on the environment (the

LOW and HIGH workstations) in order to simplify the

trusted device. These constraints could complicate the

management of the larger system.

4.2 Extensions of the Capacitor

It is easy to imagine simple extensions of the Ca-

pacitor that add some amount of recoverability at the

risk of increased data leakage. One extension includes

a counter that permits a speci�ed number of failures to

occur before the device shuts down. Another option is

to include both a counter and a timer to limit how of-

ten automatic recovery could happen, and how long a

penalty period should be. Failures should still set o�

alarms and be logged.

4.3 A Heartbeat

Capacitor-like downgraders do not distinguish be-

tween communications failure due to message corrup-

tion or loss, and machine failure. If we install a trusted

Heartbeat Relay from the HIGH workstation to the

LOW workstation, the LOW workstation can interpret

the lack of a heartbeat as a sign that the HIGH work-

station is down. As in the Capacitor, the Heartbeat Re-

lay would relay signals from the HIGH workstation at

the end of each discharge cycle, and then automatically

recharge. If the HIGH workstation missed a signal, the

Heartbeat Relay shuts down. A Heartbeat Relay can

also be extended with counters and timers.

4.4 A Downgrader for Flow Control

One can also obtain Pump-like ow control by means

of a downgrader. Like the Capacitor, the Flow Con-

trol downgrader expects an acknowledgement from the

HIGH workstation that the most recently sent packet

has been received. However, this acknowledgement is

not immediately relayed to the LOW workstation. In-

stead, the acknowledgement is delayed based upon the

HIGH consumer's historical average response time.

The Pump computes its moving average by maintain-

ing a list of the previous m HIGH ACK times (see sec-

tion 2.1) and averaging those values. The Flow Control

downgrader could maintain that list also. If we want

to restrict the downgrader's memory to simple coun-

ters, an approximation to the moving average can be

calculated by folding new HIGH ACK times into the

historical average of HIGH response rates, by weighting

the historical average appropriately (e.g., compute the

new historical average by multiplying the previous his-

torical average by m�1, adding in the new HIGH ACK
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time, and dividing by m).

HIGH ACK times are determined using two addi-

tional input signals on the Flow Control downgrader

(�gure 6). One is used each time the HIGH worksta-

tion forwards data from its STABLE BUFFER to the

HIGH consumer; the other is used each time the HIGH

consumer acknowledges receipt of that data. The down-

grader notes the time that elapses between signals and

computes the new historical average.

Low High
Workstation Workstation

Reset Button

ACK signal

send signal

ACK signal

High Consumer

Acknowledgement

data forwarding

signal

Flow Control

Downgrader

Figure 6: The Flow Control Downgrader.

The behavior of the Flow Control downgrader is very

similar to the Capacitor's. When the LOW workstation

deposits data on the OPTICAL LINK, it also signals

the Flow Control downgrader, de�ning the beginning of

the acknowledgement interval. The HIGH workstation

must acknowledge receipt of the data from the OPTI-

CAL LINK by the end of that interval. But instead

of simply relaying the signal at the end of that inter-

val, the Flow Control downgrader delays a additional

amount corresponding to the current historical average

response time.

What happens if data is lost over the OPTICAL

LINK or if the STABLE BUFFER �lls? Neither should

happen often. But we are then faced with the same

situation the Capacitor can be faced with: Either the

downgrader shuts down and must be reset, or a com-

bination of counters and timers, along with a recovery

penalty period may allow for automatic recovery. In

either case an alarm should be set o� and logged.

4.4.1 Discussion

The Flow Control downgrader provides ow control be-

cause delays in the HIGH consumer's response rate are

passed to LOW, in the form of small uctuations in the

delay of acknowledgements: these uctuations persist

through many acknowledgements. A longer historical

average makes the uctuations smoother and more per-

sistant, reducing the size of the covert channel.

It is interesting to contrast the Pump with the store

and forward device which is a combination of the Up-

wards Channel and the Flow Control downgrader (call

this the Pump-like device).

In the Pump-like device, an acknowledgement may

be returned at or after the prede�ned interval corre-

sponding to the Capacitor's discharge cycle. This in-

terval is required because the HIGH workstation is un-

trusted and may modulate its delay when delivering the

acknowledgement. The Pump de�nes no similar inter-

val. It is likely, however, that in an implementation of

the Pump such an interval implicitly exists; otherwise

LOW could infer the load on the trusted system im-

plementing the Pump, and this load may be related to

HIGH's operation.

The Pump-like device must treat a full bu�er as a

special case, requiring some recovery procedure. In the

Pump, communication continues, but a covert channel

opens.

If data is lost, the Pump-like device again depends

upon some recovery procedure. The Pump, however,

will simply not acknowledge lost or corrupted data, and

LOW will resend the lost data after a timeout period.

This di�erence, again, is because Pump subsystems are

trusted to acknowledge data properly, while the HIGH

workstation cannot be trusted.

5 Conclusion

This paper describes several secure store and forward

devices that may be used to move data from a LOW

to a HIGH enclave. These systems are designed to be

easy to accredit by limiting the complexity of trusted

components.

The design principle used here partitions the upwards

channel from the downwards channel in order to isolate

security critical function. This permits the use of ap-

propriate o�-the-shelf networking equipment for the Up-

wards Channel. The security of the Upwards Channel is

essentially obvious because it uses an asynchronous and

one-way communications media (the OPTICAL LINK)

that completely isolates HIGH data from LOW.

Downward channels are provided via downgraders;

these are the only trusted components. The down-

graders place a timing constraint on the environment

to eliminate timing channels: data must be acknowl-

edged within the expected time. The acknowledgement

is then relayed at the expected time. Although this is

a strong timing constraint, it does not extend past the

systems that directly write to or read from the OPTI-

CAL LINK, so its impact is localized.

The Flow Control downgrader passes ow control in-

formation from HIGH to LOW, but, like the Pump,

reduces the size of the covert timing channel by using

a historical average of acknowledgement delays instead

of passing delays directly. The combination of the Flow

Control downgrader and the Upwards Channel provides

a Pump-like communications device. The Pump-like

device and the Pump behave di�erently when data is

lost over the OPTICAL LINK or when the STABLE

BUFFER �lls, although these di�erences may be re-
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duced by permitting a limited amount of automatic re-

covery in the Flow Control downgrader. The di�erences

are direct consequences of limiting the trusted compo-

nents to the downgrader.

The store and forward devices presented here pro-

vide a range of function suitable for a variety of envi-

ronments. In some cases, the Upwards Channel may be

su�cient by itself. Other cases may also require ow

control. The bene�ts of a more complex downgrader

must be carefully weighed against their ultimate impact

on the life cycle of the system.
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